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What’s This? 
 
Black Space takes David Black’s trimmed down Black Hack rules designed 
for running fantasy games, and adapts them for running games in space. 
What you need to play: 

 Pen or pencil and paper for notes and such (or a computer to play 
online over distances) 

 Dice (d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, d20) 

 1-6 or so friends (or reasonably friendly strangers) 
 
You do NOT need any other resource outside this book to play. The game 
was inspired by “The Black Hack” but does not require you to have it. 
 
This game is written with the assumption you know the basics of what role 
playing games are, what a GM is, and how to be a player. 
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WHAT IS THIS QUICKSTART ABOUT? 
 
The quickstart has everything you need to make characters and use the 
rules. You can share the quickstart with a player and they can fully 
participate in the game.  
 
There is a GM quickstart that has information on vehicles and monsters. 
Players don’t really need that; the vehicle rules are mainly about interpreting 
the basic rules for how they fit with vehicle racing and combat. As for 
monsters, you can learn about that the hard way. There are also some 
adventures in the GM quickstart, and you don’t want spoilers, do you? 
 
If I have this awesome quickstart, why do I want the full rules? 
 
Art, for one. Also, there will be more setting suggestions in the full 
rulebook, as well as more adventure suggestions. There may be other 
content as well. We will know for sure what the basic book will contain 
when the Kickstarter is over. 
 
You may also want to support this project and make it possible for us to 
add more material over time. This is a great start, and you can play this 
game for a long time before running out of things to do, but it is also a 
narrow porthole looking out into a wide realm of possibility.  
 
For now, get started and try it out! Play some games, and have a great time. 
After all, games live in the playing, not in the books.  
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BASICS 

Actions Each Round 
 
A round is about 5 seconds. Every round, a character gets two actions. 
Players can choose between basic actions, move actions, and combat 
actions. Saving throws are free actions. 
 
A character could do 2 basic actions, 2 move actions, or 2 combat actions. 
A character can also mix them up, using a move action and a combat 
action, or a basic action and a move action. 
 
If something bad happens to your character, you get a saving throw as a 
free action, as often as necessary. 
 

Basic Action 
 
To see if a character is successful when attempting a task that could fail, roll 
1d20 and try to get equal to or under the character’s relevant attribute.  
 

 Strength. STR. Brawn and brute force, raw power. 

 Dexterity. DEX. Reflexes, grace, coordination, stealth, speed. 

 Constitution. CON. Immune system, physical resilience, toughness. 

 Intelligence. INT. Memory, pattern detection, logic, reason. 

 Wisdom. WIS. Perception, instinct, alertness, empathy, lie detection. 

 Charisma. CHA. Charm, intimidation, deception, leadership. 
 

Modifying Difficulty (Advantage and Disadvantage) 
 
If a task is easier than normal, the player rolls 2d20 and keeps the lower 
(better) result. This is advantage. 
 
If a task is harder than normal, the player rolls 2d20 and keeps the higher 
(worse) result. This is disadvantage. 
 
This applies to basic actions, combat actions, and saving throws. It does not 
apply to move actions, as those do not require a roll; if a move action 
requires a roll, it becomes a basic action, and you can modify the difficulty. 
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Characters can use combat and basic actions to try and give allies an 
advantage, if they succeed and it makes sense. 
 
If a character has both advantage and disadvantage, they cancel each other. 
 

Critical Results 
 
If a character rolls a 1 on a d20, then damage is doubled or success is extra-
spectacular. If a character rolls a 20 on a d20, then damage is doubled 
against them, or failure is extra-spectacular. 
 
A critical success might be an instant kill, or an insight that leads to shaving 
hours off a process, or saying just the right thing to the suspicious guard so 
now you are buddies. A critical failure could lead to breaching the reactor 
so the whole ship will blow, or taking a hit on a cyber arm and damaging it, 
or falling for the wiles of a completely untrustworthy noble. The GM and 
player can both suggest outcomes that fit the situation, and the GM rules. 
 
Have fun with interpretation, making things far better with critical success 
and far worse with critical failure. Use your imagination. 
 

Combat Action 
 
Attributes are used to inflict or avoid damage in combat. 
 
Unarmed, Melee, Thrown. Unarmed attacks, melee weapons, and thrown 
weapons can be used with a Strength base or a Dexterity base, as the 
character plays to natural advantages. (However, a light weapon may grant 
disadvantage to a Strength style, and a heavy weapon may grant 
disadvantage to a Dexterity style.) 
 
Shooting. Shooting uses Dexterity, whether with a pistol or a cannon. 
 
Defensive Stance. Characters can also use a combat action for a defensive 
stance, instead of attacking. This grants advantage to saving throws to avoid 
damage. If the character already had advantage, then the character is safe 
from those attacks. A character can take a defensive stance during the opponent’s 
turn, as long as the character has a combat action unspent in the round. 
 
Help Others, Defend. If appropriate in the situation, a character can use a 
combat action to grant advantage to another character in the fight. A 
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character can also defend another character, interposing so any damage that 
would hit the protected character hits the blocking character instead. 
Against explosions, grant the protected target advantage and take 
disadvantage in saving against damage. 
 

Move Action 
 
If a character is moving around, that only requires a roll if the movement is 
difficult and might fail (and then it becomes a basic action.) Otherwise, a 
move action is something the character can automatically do, but it takes an 
action of time and focus.  

 Run. Move about 10 meters. 

 Pilot. Nothing fancy, keep a vehicle moving, simple maneuvers.  

 Concentration. Focus on something in the background. 
 

Saving Throws (Free Actions) 
 
When a bad thing happens to a character, sometimes the character can 
make a desperate effort to resist the bad thing somehow.  
 

 Strength (STR) Physical harm that cannot be dodged. 

 Dexterity (DEX) Physical harm that can be dodged.  

 Constitution (CON) Poison, disease, or death. 

 Intelligence (INT) Resisting alien or supernatural mind control. 

 Wisdom (WIS) Resisting alien or supernatural deception, illusions. 

 Charisma (CHA) Resisting fear, seduction, or emotional effects. 
 
Avoiding Damage. If under fire or physical attack, characters may choose 
to use Strength to avoid damage with deflection and brawn, or Dexterity to 
try and dodge or roll with attacks. Unless there is a reason to force using 
one or the other (like a monofilament blade that can cut through anything 
and must be dodged rather than resisted) let the player choose to go with 
the higher attribute. 
 
Partial Saves. Sometimes damage is area effect, like an explosive or 
avoiding attacks from a swarm of opponents. In that case, a successful save 
means the damage is reduced by half instead of avoided altogether. 
 
There may be poison where a save allows the character to live, but slip into 
a coma. A saving throw may allow a character to resist mind control long 
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enough to act for a round, before lapsing back under. A saving throw does 
not always mean the danger is avoided entirely. 
 

Scaling Actions 
 
You could look at the rules and suggest that it is just as easy to punch a wall 
or destroy a planet—if the mechanism is roll under an attribute to succeed, 
how do you manage difficulty? Framing the roll to see what’s expected on a 
success result is very important. Both the players and the GM should have a 
shared expectation before the dice roll. 
 
This looseness is an advantage. You can cover an entire night of standing 
guard with a CON saving throw to stay awake and one WIS roll to cover an 
attentive evaluation of every blip on the sensors all night. Or, you could call 
for a flurry of rolls as hunter and hunted stalk through the jungle. Maybe a 
pilot keeps the ship aloft with a DEX action, or maybe crash non-lethally. 
 
You can allow unusual actions in combat by suggesting what is a baseline 
success for the action, modified by advantage or disadvantage, or by critical 
successes or failures.  
 
For example, Carl wants to dodge past all the chainsaw robots and get out 
the door. Carl suggests he needs one successful DEX result, and the GM 
figures it’s more involved than that and will require 2 successful DEX 
results. Carl thinks the robots are too slow for this to be very difficult, and 
the GM agrees, so Carl has advantage to the rolls. If he gets a critical 
success, he might get through the robots AND seal the door behind 
himself, or get through all the robots with one action. On a critical failure, 
he might get chainsawed (with a saving throw), or captured in metallic 
clamps he’ll have to escape. 
 
Be fast, flexible, and fair. Everyone is encouraged to join the conversation 
of how to use the rules for player actions, and the GM is the final word. 
 

Initiative 
Here are three kinds of initiative. You can use the one you like best, or use 
different ones in different circumstances, whatever your group prefers. 
 

DEFAULT. Individual rolls. Every character tests DEX. Those 
that succeed form a group that goes before their foes, those that 
fail form a group that goes after their foes. Re-roll if the situation 
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significantly changes. Within each group of characters, either those 
who succeeded or those who failed, players decide their own order 
for acting. 
 
Characters go first. Unless surprised or surrendering the initiative, 
player characters go first. They decide their own order for acting. 
 
One roll. The leader of the group (or the GM can call for the 
highest DEX if they have advantage, or lowest in the group if they 
are disadvantaged) makes a DEX test. If the test is passed, 
characters go first as a group. If the test is failed, opponents go first 
as a group. Re-roll if the situation significantly changes. Players 
decide their own order for acting. 

 
If attacked before the character has had a chance to act, the character can 
assume a defensive stance with an action. As for holding actions, if it makes 
sense to let a character wait and try something later, the GM can allow it 
(like pointing the blaster at the door and shooting the first one through.) 
 

Ranges 
There are four range bands: Close, Nearby, 
Far Away, and Distant. These are fairly 
abstract, but on a character level, the 
distances look like this: 

Close: 0-2 meters 
Nearby: 3-10 meters 
Far Away:  11-20 meters 
Distant: 21 meters + 

 
On a bigger scale, like racing cars or massive capital ships trading fire in 
space, the distances scale up appropriately. 
 

Death and Dying 
If a character is reduced to 0 hit points, roll 1d6 to see what happens. A 
result of 1-5 will wake up after the crisis with 1d4 hit points.  
 
1. Knocked Out. After the crisis, wake up with 1d4 hit points. 
2. My Head… Disadvantage to all tests for the next hour. 
3. Gonna Leave a Mark. STR, DEX, and CON are -2 until you take a 

day to rest and heal up. 
4. Deep Scarring. Roll 1d6 to see which attribute is reduced by 2 

permanently. 
5. Limb. If it is not clear which limb to lose, roll 1d4 (1-right arm, 2-left 

arm, 3-right leg, 4-left leg.) Roll 1d6: 1-2 hand/foot, 3-4 shin/forearm, 
5-6 shoulder/hip. 
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6. Dead. 
 
Limbs can be replaced by functional cybernetics (or have extras built in!) 
Until then lacking limbs can grant disadvantage without at least a prosthetic.  
 
Deep scarring attribute loss can often be repaired by expensive surgery, 
costing about 1,000 credits per point restored. 
 
Characters with medkits can make INT or WIS or DEX rolls to overcome 
temporary physical penalties for a result of 2 or 3, and maybe 4 with a 
disadvantaged roll to prevent long-term damage. 
 
Healing. Roll up to 1 d6 per your level after at least an hour of rest and 
add that total to hit points. You cannot get more than your maximum this 
way. You can rest for more hit points more than once between 6 hour sleep 
periods, (or however your group measures a day) but you only get 1d6 per 
level for total dice in a day. 
 

Usage Die 
 
Batteries and equipment that has a non-fixed number of uses built in can 
track whether or not it is close to running out with a usage die. The 
equipment should say whether the usage die is rolled each time the 
equipment is used, or after a session of using it (like a blaster after a 
firefight.)  
 
Roll the die indicated (1d4, 1d6, 1d8, 1d10, or 1d12) and if it comes up a 1 
or 2, the battery lowers a level to the next highest die. When rolling a 1d4, a 
result of 1 or 2 means the battery is dead. 
 
Costs for recharging equipment are suggested under “Equipment and 
Costs” on xxx and blasters testing after the firefight instead of with each 
shot is under “Battery Life” subheading on xxx. 
 

Encumbrance 
 
Characters can carry 1 object per STR score. An “object” is something that 
is carried in 1 hand. So, one handed weapons are an object, two handed 
weapons are two objects. A med pack is an object, you may have 4 flares in 
1 object.  
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A number of objects equal to half STR can be readied, so they can be 
drawn for free then used. The rest are stowed, requiring an action to get 
them out (or a round to get them out if they are in a pack or otherwise 
secured.) A character can carry up to (STR x 2) objects, but once carrying 
more than STR objects, the character either gives up 1 action a round or is 
+2 (penalty) to all actions.  
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MAKING CHARACTERS 
 

Spacer Class 
 
These characters are trained and prepared to operate aboard space ships 
and in environments where those ships take them.  
 
Starting Hit Points: 1d8 +4. (Roll and record the result.)  

 Upon leveling, add 1d8 hit points to maximum. (Character 
advancement is on page xxx.) 

 
Proficient with basic melee, small arms, heavy weapons, and all armor. 
(Descriptions on xxx) 
 
Attack Damage: 1d6. (Put 1d6 on the sheet.)  

 1d4 unarmed or with improvised weapons. (Put 1d4 on the sheet.) 
 

Attributes 
 
Starting attributes take these six numbers (15, 14, 13, 12, 10, 8) and assign 
one each to Strength, Dexterity, Constitution, Intelligence, Wisdom, and 
Charisma. High numbers mean greater ability with that attribute. 
 

 Strength. STR. Brawn and brute force, raw power. 

 Dexterity. DEX. Reflexes, grace, coordination, stealth, speed. 

 Constitution. CON. Immune system, physical resilience, toughness. 

 Intelligence. INT. Memory, pattern detection, logic, reason. 

 Wisdom. WIS. Perception, instinct, alertness, empathy, lie detection. 

 Charisma. CHA. Charm, intimidation, deception, leadership. 
 

Random Option: Roll 3d6 and add the result together for each attribute. Roll 
them in order. You can choose to swap two to customize your character. 

 

Customize 
 

 Choose or randomize 3 abilities from the Abilities. (next page) 

 Get starting gear, choose or randomize 1 of 12 starter packs. (page xxx) 

 Assign a name, physical description, and any brief historical notes of 
interest.  
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Abilities 
 
Here are 20 abilities. Your character starts with 3 of these, which you can 
choose or randomize with 1d20. Each time you level you can gain another 
one, as long as it makes sense that it is something the character could have 
learned based on some combination of experience, background, mutation, 
cyborg implantation, and training. 
 
Unless the ability says otherwise, each one can only be taken once. 

 
1. Danger Sense. Danger and betrayal give you a sense of unease. A WIS 

check can narrow down the source of what gives you the bad feeling. 
This grants advantage in saving throws avoiding traps or surprise. 
 

2. Dangerous. Raise your damage die to 1d8, and 1d6 for improvised 
weapons. 
 

3. Doctor. You are trained to make the most of medical technology to 
help people, gaining advantage on medical action rolls. Also, you can 
diagnose ailments with WIS and devise antidotes with INT. 
 

4. Focused. Ignore one source of disadvantage per action. 
 

5. Mutation. Choose or roll on the “Mutation” list. See what genetic 
lottery you won in your family tree’s time around energies and 
chemicals. 

 

6. Natural Athlete. Subtract your character level from roll results 
involving running, climbing, swimming, or lifting. (This is a bonus.) 

 

7. People Reader. Subtract your character level from roll results 
involving persuasion, lie detection, inspiration, leadership, or 
intimidation. (This is a bonus.) 

 

8. Prosthetic. Choose or roll on the “Prosthetic Implant” list to see what 
cybernetic upgrade you got before play begins. 

 
9. Quick Study Linguist. Make an Intelligence save upon encountering 

an unknown language or code to make out some vocabulary or 
understand basic communication. Otherwise, a week of instruction and 
practice grants accented basic conversation, a month grants fluency. 
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10. Quick Study Pilot. Make an Intelligence save upon encountering new 
vehicle controls to immediately understand them. Otherwise, an hour 
of instruction and/or practice grants proficiency. 
 

11. Quick Study Weapons Expert. Make an Intelligence save upon 
encountering new weapons or armor to immediately understand them. 
Otherwise, an hour of instruction and/or practice grants proficiency. 

 

12. Security Expert. You are skilled in detecting, evaluating, and defeating 
security measures. Locked doors, combinations of cameras and 
patrolling guards—you are trained to bypass protections to gain access 
to (or protect) places and information. With the right tools and 
familiarity, gain advantage. 

 

13. Sifter. Your mind and the algorithmic search programs you write are 
skilled at combing through impossibly huge masses of data looking for 
connections. You can track a person through their interactions with the 
grid, even when they are trying to be undetected. You can find things 
people thought were safely out of sight. You are excellent at research. 

 

14. Survivor. You survive what should have been a death sentence once 
per your highest level. (You don’t have to use this every time you level 
up, you can save them.) If you die offscreen, or it appears there’s a 
chance you could live, you come back. Even if you are destroyed, a 
recent clone is revealed, or a kink in time-space knocked you back to 
before it happened, or whatever. You can leave it mysterious. If 
explained, recounting the tale may grant advantage in social situations.  
 

15. Swift Attacker. Gain 1 extra combat action each round. (You can take 
this ability multiple times.) 

 
16. Tech Expert. You have broad training and familiarity with modern 

technology for space ships, living environments, and other 
technological spaces. You are prepared to rebuild damaged parts, make 
rapid repairs to damaged machinery that’s still in use, understand 
schematics, remote control robots, and otherwise make the most of 
available tech. With the right tools and familiarity, gain advantage. 

 

17. Tough. Raise your hit points upon leveling to 1d10, and your hit 
points regained with a rest to 1d10. When you first take this ability, re-
roll your maximum hit points (but only keep the result if it is higher 
than your previous result.) 
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18. Tracker. You are skilled in following faint traces of passage. This 
includes looking at an environment physically affected by something 
moving through, and also using observation, bribes, and interrogation 
to track a target’s movement through a population. WIS rolls help spot 
signs, and INT rolls help interpret them to draw conclusions. 

 
19. Uncanny. Once per game session per level, automatically pass a saving 

throw. You can activate this after rolling and failing. 
 

20. Walk It Off. After a fight, regain 1d8 hit points as a free action. You 
cannot get more than your maximum hit points this way. 

 

MUTATION (1d10)  
 

1. Acid Sacs. You have glands in your wrist or mouth that secrete acid. It 
costs you 1 hit point to use a dose. Squirted at a Close foe, it inflicts 
1d8 damage before going inert. It can melt through metal and plastic 
handily, so it is more useful for bypassing security than for combat. 
 

2. Braided Muscle. Genetic experimentation has led to new 
configurations for muscle fiber. You can re-roll a STR, DEX, or CON 
action or save, or a physically inflicted damage roll (not a gun, but a 
club or javelin etc.), at the cost of 1 hit point of internal damage, at will. 
Only one re-roll per effort. You make a rubbery friction noise when 
you move. 
 

3. Feral Drinker. Drinking blood from living targets gives you 1 hit point 
back for every hit point you drink. Also, if you eat the heart of a human 
with better attributes than you, choose one better attribute and roll. If 
your roll is higher than your current rating, get +1 on your attribute 
permanently. 

 

4. Firestarter. Your unique energy flow allows you to enhance, diminish, 
or start flame within 10 m. To affect fires big enough to do damage 
(enhance or diminish them) costs 1 hit point, and making fire big 
enough to do damage costs an additional hit point. In general, fire 
damage is equal to the damage you inflict with any other weapon, 
usually d6. 

 

5. Light Armor. You have damage reduction 1 from scales or tough hide. 
This stacks with armor you wear. 
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6. Pheromones. They have a d6 usage die, replenished with sleep. While 
active, the pheromones make any humans breathing unfiltered air who 
are Close vulnerable, so you can do social tasks with Advantage. 

 

7. Reflexes. You can go first in the round if you choose to (unless dealing 
with something else that has enhanced reflexes, then compete with that 
entity normally.) DEX saving throws have advantage, and if they would 
have had advantage without this ability, they automatically succeed. If 
appropriate, you can avoid an effect that a save would normally reduce. 
 

8. Regeneration. You get 1 hit point back per minute of activity and 2 
hit points back per minute of rest. You can regrow a lost limb or organ 
in 24 hours of hibernation. 

 

9. Sharp Senses. One or more of your senses has been greatly enhanced, 
allowing you to roll WIS to get more information from the 
environment than others can, or INT to analyze stimulus and get a 
better understanding of what you’re sensing than others can get out of 
their senses. Gain Advantage on normal situational awareness rolls. 

 

10. Telepath. You can communicate conversationally with people in line 
of sight, or within 1 kilometer per WIS. You can bond with up to 1 
person per level, and communicate with those people over much 
greater distances and also telepathically locate them if they are in 
normal range, and also bring them all into a conversation instead of all 
thoughts going to the telepath and out again. Mental invasion is built 
on CHA efforts and is highly illegal. Telepathy can grant advantage to 
WIS rolls for lie detecting and motive sensing. 

 

PROSTHETIC IMPLANT (1d10) 
 

1. Body Cavity. One of your upper legs has replaced load-bearing bone 
and critical muscle with a scan resistant cage and synth-cord. Replicant 
flesh and scan resistant holograph etching on the outside of the cage 
make the cavity very difficult to detect even with scanners. A specific 
intentional “flex” opens a passage along the cavity length and width as 
a door. 
 

2. Energy Core. Implanted in the torso, this omni-organ replaces a 
number of key systems with a sophisticated chemical battery and 
filtration system. You don’t have to sleep, and you can eat a wide 
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variety of materials with no ill effects. You are immune to most 
illnesses. 

 

3. Headjack. You can gain direct mental access to a computer system. 
You can also store massive files in microdigitized format, so you can 
act as a courier for information too sensitive to transmit. 

 

4. Identity Projector. Facial implants, pigment shifters, and nano-hair 
work with a skull holo-projector implant and voice modulator to allow 
for pretty convincing disguises. Identities can be built and stored for 
immediate use. The disguise usually grants Advantage to CHA rolls to 
appear to be someone else, or assume an identity. 
 

5. Handshake. Your forearm and hand contain equipment for short-
range (3m) wireless access, or a variety of access devices built into 
fintertips for direct access. The prosthesis contains software to hack 
electronic security, or a hardware energy pulse to possibly fry a system. 

 

6. Leaper. One or both legs are cybered, and can use propellant or 
uncoiling internal fibers to assist a leap of up to 10 meters vertically or 
30 meters horizontally. Leaping is a STR test, landing is a STR or DEX 
saving throw or take 1d6 damage. 

 

7. Remote. You are equipped to put a device on remote control vehicles 
or robots and take them over with your cybers, seeing through them 
and controlling their movements. You can also potentially hack existing 
remote control objects and take over their function. 

 

8. Shocker. Your forearm and hand contain equipment for generating a 
blast of lightning against Nearby targets. It has a usage die of d8. You 
also have a pellet gun built in that makes lightning targets. If you hit a 
victim with this, the victim takes only 1 hit point, but the lightning 
unerringly strikes the pellet-marked target until the pellet falls off. 

 
9. Third Eye. A forehead plate allows you to detect infrared signals in a 

90 degree angle to the front, to a range of 10 meters. You can overlay 
that information onto what you see visually at will. The plate also 
allows telescopic viewing and microscopic viewing. 

 

10. Weapons. Melee weapons, blasters, projectiles, or other weapons can 
be built in. They can be concealed or obvious, player’s choice.  
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Starting Equipment 
 

Every character starts with some basic equipment. Roll 1d12 (each kit is 
numbered) or choose a kit in addition to starting gear—everyone starts with 
the gear provided in the box below. And, 50 credits walking around money. 
 
If the player wants to suggest trading some items in the starting equipment 
out for equivalent items, that’s up to the GM, but it is not discouraged. If 
characters with cybers want to build some of their starting equipment into 
their cybers, that’s at GM discretion too. 
 
If a player wants to take the time and wants something specific, the GM can 
choose to allow the player to pick 4 pieces of equipment instead of a kit. 
Players can also ask for equipment that’s not here, and the GM can decide 
if that equipment (or a version of it) is available. 
 
The kits are provided to give a sense of what sort of technology is available, 
and to help get through character creation fast, and to put tools in the 
characters’ hands that inspire their players with ideas for clever play right 
away. The GM can be as strict or relaxed about the process as desired. 
 
 

 Blaster Pistol. +1 damage. D6 usage die. Plugs into power sockets to 
recharge aboard in standard crew quarters. 

 Programmable Comlink. About the size of a roll of coins, can 
connect to a wireless network in a space station, ship, or booster; 
otherwise, range of about 3 kilometers. With an earpiece, can be a 
tactical network. Others can be programmed in, tap the comlink on 
theirs and say their name. Say their name to call them directly. 

 Knife. Sharp. Clasp or standard. Easy to conceal. 

 Datapad. Plugs into any nearby wireless connection, like aboard ship 
or a space station. Touchpad.  

 Credit Pack. Like a cigarette case, you can put in credit sticks and 
program them with funds, then give them to others. Or, you can plug 
the pack in at a vendor and type in amount to transfer there. Others 
can give you credit sticks to drain into your account. Secure network. If 
lost or broken, transactions made between synchs may or may not be 
honored. 

 2 Outfits. As formal, functional, specialty, or disguise as you want. 

 Light Armor. Reduces incoming damage by 1 hit point per attack. 
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KIT 1: MEDICAL 

 Medical Kit. Meds and bandages to relieve injury upon waking from 0 
HP. A 1d8 usage die. Characters with medkits can make INT or WIS or 
DEX rolls to overcome temporary physical penalties for a result of 2 or 
3, and maybe 4 with a disadvantaged roll to prevent long-term damage. 

 Surgery glove. Finger scalpel, anesthetic finger, swab palm, body scans 
display on hand. A 1d6 usage die. 

 Sedatives. Calibrate for up to 12 hours of happy time or 6 hours of 
sleep per dose. A 1d8 usage die. 

 Meatlets. Organic living meat globs; spread them over limb stumps or 
major injuries, they cure to skin and living tissue immediately to protect 
the victim until more permanent medical aid can help. A 1d6 usage die. 

 
KIT 2: GUNS 

 Blaster Rifle. Dmg +2, good range, can burst fire, d8 usage die. 

 2 Blaster Pistols. Dmg +2, can burst fire, d6 usage die. 

 6 ammo packs. Also licenses for the firearms. 

 Scope. Allows for accurate shooting further with the rifle. 
 
KIT 3: INFILTRATION AND DISGUISE 

 Energy Lock Bypass. Allows INT tests to defeat electronic locks. D6 
usage die. 

 2 Flexifacials. Voice altering throat strip and custom contoured 
rubberized face mask and customizable hair for advantage in disguise. 
Connects to a scanpad that can compile the imitation data. 

 Nanoskeleton Key. Works on physical and shape locks. D6 usage die. 

 Grappler Greave. Low profile forearm greave with retractable 
spidercable grapplers, range of 60m, supports 2 people. D6 usage die. 

 
KIT 4: RESEARCH KIT 
Positronic Neural Net Processor. A black globe the size of a human 
brain is mounted on a stand designed to hold samples, starting at half a 
meter cube with capacity to add storage compartments (that can scan their 
contents and feed information to the processor.) The sides and top of the 
cube housing the processor are detachable data pads to stream information 
in and out. The processor can hold a profound amount of data and provide 
tremendous assistance in solving cyphers, languages, antidotes, and other 
tasks quickly. It is mounted on a gravnull plate, so it can be pulled along on 
a leash like a half-inflated helium balloon. 
 
KIT 5: SOCIAL KIT 
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 Recipe Reader. A stylus that can be waved across and dipped into any 

food or drink to program in its molecular code to reproduce it. 

 Resplendicator. A lap-sized tray that can create servings of any food 

or drink in its recipe database, with a d8 usage die, 1 use per serving. 

Makes dishes. 

 Monocle Prompter. A wafer-thin monocle with a wireless connection 

to a conduction microphone tape strip behind the ear. Remembers 

faces and names and information on people, whispers data and 

prompts in subject’s ear. Grants CHA, INT, and WIS advantage in a 

social setting involving high volume processing, etiquette, and charm. 

 Pheremonator. A choker with d6 usage die that samples breath from 

those in conversational range and generates pheromone aids to assist in 

fascinating conversation partners with feelings of desire and well-being. 

 

KIT 6: PILOT KIT 

 Astrogation Spike. A custom retractable data port stiletto usually 

mounted under or over the forearm. Jam it into a nav computer port 

and it will download 1-4 most recent coordinates. Insert in a nav 

computer to load one of those coordinate sets over the course of about 

5 seconds. Usage die d6. 

 Plexflex Droppers. Eyedrops that enhance reaction time and accuracy, 

granting advantage to characters for twitch reflexes. Usage die d6, and 

every use causes 1 hit point of damage to the user’s overtaxed body. 

 Compounders. Goggles that cast holographic screens only the wearer 

can see, allowing for viewing from connected cameras. Can grant 

advantage in some situations. 

 Power Glove. Slave several ship systems to a glove and greave, so 

multiple systems can be run from glove movements and possibly 

button manipulation on the back of the hand or the forearm. Helps 

with taking multiple pilot actions using different systems at one station. 

 
KIT 7: SURVIVAL KIT 

 Ration Kit. 40 meal tablets (2 a day if working, 1 a day to survive) and 
40 liquifactor tablets (simulate drinking a pint of water.) 

 Personal Shelter. Big enough for 1 comfortably, or 2 otherwise, 
customized for one biome. Lean-to tech can accommodate more. 

 Emergency Broadcast Equipment. Send a distress call as high as 
orbit, efficient burst usage system, d12 usage die tested once per day of 
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function. Scanner equipment locks on to local frequencies in use. Can 
detect distress calls from other equipment. Briefcase sized. 

 Lights and Gels. A case with various flashlights, headlights, pen lights, 
and so on as well as appropriate gels to deal with burns, rashes, 
poisons, venoms, abrasions, and other discomforts of roughing it. A 
d12 usage die for lights, and another for gels. 

 
KIT 8: SMUGGLER KIT 

 Transponder Cloner. Highly illegal. It scans the local authorities for 
what transponders are in use in the nearby systems, generating a 
number of unused codes that can be assigned as sensor cloaks over 
actual transponders, concealing a ship’s identity. The kit is suitcase 
sized, with portable components used on the ship’s relevant parts. 

 Ident Kit. Highly illegal. The kit trolls for system error partial records 
coded accidentally into a busy port processor, pulling fragments 
together to create seemingly legitimate cover identities complete with 
fabricated cards and papers. The kit is briefcase size and needs special 
plastics to feed into its holographic print mechanisms. 

 Code Cycler. Highly illegal. Fits on a comlink, cycles through partial use 
frequencies until it finds the coded channels in text or audio that have 
contact information for buyers and sellers in local illegal marketplaces. 

 Allclear Triggers. Highly illegal. Marble sized disruptors that short-cut 
sensory equipment and provoke an “all-clear” result from hand 
scanners and door scanners instead of the scan. D6 usage die. 

 
KIT 9: SALVAGE KIT 

 Vacuum Suit. Counts as medium armor (2) and disadvantages physical 
movement. It has a microjet projector backpack for some space 
maneuvering, and a energy lock bypass built into a greave with a d6 
usage die. It also comes with an energized prybar for opening doors 
and hull rents, with a d6 usage die. 

 100 Radio Tags and sensor pad. Special frequency. Put these 
magnetic thumb-sized units with self-adhesive tabs on any salvage to 
then dump out into space for unerring pickup. 

 Sticky. A caulk gun style shaped charge, putting a clear liquid down 
with a wire through the middle that assists in blowing a hull or hard 
target. A d6 usage die, 1 use per 3 meter line. Use WIS or INT to place 
the explosives. 

 Fractalpatch. Wraps around a forearm or shin. When removed and 
folded so the center connects, it can open in a fractal pattern providing 
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an adhesive barrier up to 4 meters across that is designed to seal hull 
breaches or seal doorways. 

 
KIT 10: BOUNTY KIT 

 Rewardnet Terminal. The terminal is granted along with a license to 
be a bounty hunter. When in range of wireless communications, it 
downloads updates to all bounties offered for outlaws in the sector. 

 Reward Monocle. A wafer thin monocle (sometimes worked into 
sunglasses or goggles) scans everyone it “sees” and pings matches with 
current profiles in the Rewardnet Terminal. 

 Remote Manacles. Once on, they activate, and can be controlled from 
up to 10 meters away by a matching greave or bracelet. They can shock 
(d8 usage die), inject knockout drugs (d6 usage die), and open or close. 

 Tranquilizer Darts. Whether in a power-assisted tube, small pistol, 
greave compartment, or fake jewelry, these darts are only useful in 
Close range, possibly working in Nearby range. If the target is hit, the 
drug is usually swift acting and lasts several hours. A d6 usage die for 
venom crystals, or finite number for actual darts. 

 
KIT 11: TECH KIT 

 Toolbox. This massive multi-level box is stuffed with various tools to 
manage repairs and fabrication aboard ship or in standard tech 
buildings. It is a fairly comprehensive kit. 

 Whiner Rod. This complex diagnostic kit can be waved over 
equipment to run diagnostics, identifying what’s wrong with the 
equipment and providing step by step instructions on how to fix it. 

 Replipatcher. Roughly the size of the toolbox, this assembly can be 
set up to use replicator technology to fabricate parts of various sizes, or 
to fix broken pieces at a molecular level. It has d8 usage die. 

 Mobility Equipment and Lights. A combination of magnetic gloves 
and pads for knees and elbows, climbing harness, and rolling mat for 
getting into machines, and an assortment of head lights, flexible neck 
lights, magnetic glow patches, and other illuminators. 

 
KIT 12: MELEE KIT 

 Melee Weapon. Player’s choice. It can be 2 handed, fine, and/or 
energy equipped. 

 Backup Melee Weapon.  

 Medium Armor, Fitted. Damage Reduction 2, no disadvantage. 

 Maintenance Kit. Reharmonizes projectors for energy weapons, 
sharpens blades, fixes fractures in blades or armor, polishes. 
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ARMOR AND WEAPONS 
 

Armor 
 
There are three grades of armor; light, medium, and heavy. Each level 
provides 1 point of damage reduction against every incoming attack. (Light: 
1, medium 2, heavy 3.) 
 
Also, medium armor provides disadvantage to EITHER situational 
awareness (PER rolls to monitor the surroundings) OR athletic movement 
depending on its configuration. Heavy armor provides a disadvantage to 
BOTH. 
 
Paying x5 for customized armor (or more high tech armor) can get rid of 
one disadvantage. A character could have custom medium armor that 
granted damage reduction of 2 with no disadvantage, or custom heavy 
armor that granted damage reduction of 3 with one disadvantage. 
 
All armor does not protect against vacuum like space suits do, but most 
space suits count as at least light armor. 
 

Power Armor 
 
This exotic technology gets into force fields or special functionality in more 
traditional armor. 
 
Force Field. At its most basic, a force field acts as armor, providing 
damage reduction. Each field generator has a battery life with a usage die 
between d6 and d12. After a combat encounter or session where the force 
field blocked damage, roll the appropriate die. If it comes up a 1 or 2, then 
the battery life shrinks to the next smallest die. (A d8 rolling a 1 or 2 would 
shrink to a d6 for the next roll.) This stacks with physical armor. 
 
Blocker Field. Blocker fields absorb 2-8 hit points (the number is assigned 
to each field) before they need to cool down for 10 minutes and reset. A 4 
point blocker field could stop 4 hit points, then shut off until it had a 
chance to rest and reset. 
 
Tools and Kits. Power armor can have welding gear, or grapple kits, rocket 
packs, and so on built in. These things tend to allow the wearer to attempt 
something that otherwise couldn’t be done (like an electronic lock bypass 
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kit) or grant advantage to something (steering jets for maneuvering in 0g) or 
compensate for a disadvantage (Heads Up Display and directional sound 
magnification in the helmet.)  
 
Armor is treasure in this game. You may find armor that has a distinctive 
visual style and color, and has some custom gadgets built in. You could also 
commission specialty armor with your wealth. 
 
If power supply makes sense as an issue, install a battery into the suit with 
between d6 and d12 battery life. Each use of the suit’s power, or 30 minutes 
of life support, or 10 minutes of strain, roll that die. If it comes up a 1 or 2, 
drop the die to the next lowest. If a d4 comes up a 1 or 2, the battery runs 
out of energy and needs to recharge. 
 

Weapons 
 
Basic weapons inflict damage equal to the character class type. 

 Damage is increased by +1 per attack if the weapon is high quality 
or custom ammunition. 

 Damage is increased by +1 per attack if the weapon has an energy 
component. 

 
A knife inflicts damage equal to character class type. The knife is +1 if it is 
honed to an armor piercing edge with a custom grip. Or, the knife is +1 if it 
has a vibroblade, or is an energy projection. If the knife is custom fitted 
high-cycling energy blade, then it is +2 damage. 
 
An assault rifle inflicts damage equal to character class type. It could get +1 
if it has armor piercing rounds, or +1 if it was a blaster rifle. If it was a 
custom high-yield blaster rifle, then it is +2 damage. 
 
Two Handed Melee Weapons. Add +2 to any roll with the weapon; this 
makes it harder to hit with it, but a hit does more damage. 
 
Scope. With a good scope, gain advantage to hit by spending a move action 
aiming. Spend 2 move actions aiming to hit automatically, or to hit a 
specific point with a normal DEX test. 
 
Burst. This stacks with advantage. If using a ranged weapon that allows for 
firing 3 round bursts (or more) then those bursts can be used offensively or 
defensively. Offensively, they grant extra damage equal to the shooter’s 
level. Damage can be assigned after the roll to hit.  
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Defensively, the burst can compel a target to either not shoot, or shoot 
with disadvantage. If this tactic is used against a character, the character can 
make a WIS saving throw or DEX saving throw to ignore the effect. No 
roll to hit is required, and the attack does no damage. 
 
Weapons with bullets cost 3 bullets for a burst, energy weapons must test 
the usage die after each burst as it is a harder power draw. 
 
Battery life. Shooting with energy weapons drains their batteries. After each 
firefight, roll the appropriate die (d6 through d12, depending on how tough 
the battery is.) If it comes up a 1 or 2, then the battery life shrinks to the 
next smallest die. (A d8 rolling a 1 or 2 would shrink to d6 for the next roll.) 
 
Bullets. For weapons with bullets, just track the bullets. Automatic 
weapons can do burst firing. 
 
Grenades. Most do 10 damage in a 10 m radius, though some are more or 
less powerful. Those with cover take ½, those who make a successful DEX 
save take ½, those right next to or on top of the blast take x2. 
 
Firebombs. They tend to inflict 1d8 within a 3 m radius. They usually start 
with a d6 usage. They inflict damage once a round, and have to test the 
usage die (which is the same size as the damage die.) An action spent trying 
to slap the flames out is a move action that forces the fire to roll the usage 
die again. Rolling on the ground drops the usage die to the next level 
automatically. 
 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency Clarification 
 
The “Knowledgeable” and “Quick Study Weapons Expert” abilities allow 
for learning more weapon classifications. The GM can also allow in-game 
addition of a proficiency with enough training or experience; proficiencies 
aren’t big enough to be abilities. 
 

 Basic Melee. Knives, staves, swords, clubs, and polearms. 

 Advanced Melee. Chain weapons, exotic weapons, flexible 
weapons, and two handed weapons. 

 

 Small Arms. Energy and propellant versions of pistols, 
submachine guns, rifles, and grenades. 
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 Heavy Weapons. Gun emplacements, rocket launchers, energy 
cannons, and demolitions charges. 

 

 Light Armor. Flak vest, flight suit, reinforced clothing, vacc suit. 

 Heavy Armor. Riot armor, plate armor, ceremonial armor. 

 Power Armor. Force fields, energy incorporated into plate armor. 
 

Equipment and Costs 
 
In general, assume a single credit is worth about a dollar in your own local 
currency. Then imagine how much things might cost in this economy, 
classifying them roughly as simple (1-20) to significant (20-100) to major 
item (100-300) to investment (300-1,000) and up from there. 
 
If you want to make a list ahead of time for what’s available and how much 
it costs, that’s fine. If you want to estimate as the game unfolds, and keep 
rough track, that’s fine too. 
 

 Generally armor costs about 100 credits per level of protection, x5 for 
custom armor, and x5 for power armor elements. 

 Melee weapons are generally 20 to 50 credits, x5 if they are custom, x5 
if they have an energy component. 

 Things like med kits and electronic bypasses cost about 100 credits 
each. More specialized tools like surgical gloves or resplendicators cost 
about 500 credits each. 

 Blasters cost about 100 credits each, x5 if they are custom. 

 Refilling usage die items costs 20% of the object’s cost per die filled. 
 
This game isn’t about shopping. Get the list of what they want, decide or 
randomize what’s available, and quote them a price; let them haggle if they 
want. Then make the purchases and move on.  
 
The key for the GM is to take the player characters’ money and give them 
fun stuff to use on the next outing. Failing that, use their desire for better 
gear to motivate adventures. Keep them hungry, but give them shiny toys! 
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EXPERIENCE AND CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT 
 
This game assumes your characters had lives and developed a level of 
expertise before the game begins.  
 

 1 experience for showing up, a short or basic game. 

 2 experience for a normal game session full of risks and challenges. 

 3 experience for surviving a very difficult session with challenges 
offering more danger and difficulty than normal. 

 

Veteran (Level 1) 0 Experience 
An expert going through a change in circumstance, leaving a prior life to 
live a new adventure as a character in this game. 
 

Established (Level 2) 2 Experience 
Get a sense for who the character is, plant the character in the world with 
new friends and enemies and a story to tell. 
 

Seasoned (Level 3) 10 Experience 
The character is part of a bigger story. The character has survived danger, 
gathered loot, and proven a knack for not dying foolishly at every 
opportunity. 
 

Formidable (Level 4) 25 Experience 
The character is tough and canny with lots of stories, and hopefully a gallery 
of allies and enemies to match. Hopefully the character has done at least 
one thing that nobody is supposed to get away with, and surviving 
associates can boost their rep by pointing out they knew you when. 
 

Patron (Level 5) 60 Experience 
The character has been around enough that rookies and tough guys would 
do well to listen to some stories and pick up a few tricks from this expert 
survivalist.  
 

Advantages to Leveling Up 
 
Add hit points. Then add +1 to one of your six attributes (maximum 18 
each.) Add an ability from the Abilities list. 
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CYBERNETICS 
 
Characters can lose limbs and organs. They can also get them back. Neural 
capacity to integrate cybernetics grows with experience, so characters can 
take cybernetics as abilities upon leveling. If they build in cybers and add 
abilities without leveling, refer to page xxx. 
 

Costs 
 

Prosthetic Credits 

Basics like hook hands and peg legs. Custom fit for comfort. 200 

Robotic prosthetic replacement limbs. Hand or foot. 1000 

Robotic prosthetic replacement limbs from knee or elbow. 2000 

Robotic prosthetic replacement limbs from shoulder or hip. 3000 

Replaced organ functionality, no upgrade. 1000 

Miniaturization 5000 

Adding in some kind of cool gear. Cost of gear + 5000 

 
Repairs cost 20-50% of original cost, depending on the amount of damage. 
 
Some science centers offer vat-grown meat from your genetic code, so you 
get flesh replacements with no cybernetics at all. Cost is similar to cybers 
but lacks the option to add exciting toys (though mutations are a rare and 
unfortunate side effect you could introduce if desired.) 
 

Advantage and Disadvantage 
 
Once the cyber is in place, both the player for the character and the GM 
should keep an eye out for situations where the cyber might cause an 
advantage or a disadvantage. A character with a metal arm might get an 
advantage in holding on to a ledge, and a disadvantage in a social setting 
where its owner is freshly aware of all its scratches and dents. 
 

Power 
 
Equipment that requires power defaults to a d6 usage die. It can be plugged 
in to power stations to recharge over about 30 minutes, or the character can 
trigger a bio-drain where the battery takes energy from the bearer’s nervous 
system, inflicting 1d6 damage to go up to 1d6 from 1d4 or 1d4 from zero. 
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Improvements 
 
If an attribute is cybernetically enhanced, then it grants advantage on 
passive tasks (automatic actions that the character did not initiate.) Also, for 
active tasks initiated by the character, the character can spend 1 hit point to 
get 1d4 removed from a basic, combat, or saving roll as a bonus. 
 
An enhancement costs 10,000 per die size bonus, up to d8 (30,000.) 
Whether at d4 or d8, the enhancement counts as 1 ability. The 
enhancement can be upgraded without costing another ability. 
 
Characters can also build in armor. It counts as 10,000 per layer, 50,000 per 
layer if customized. The armor upgrade is 1 ability even for light armor, and 
can be upgraded without costing another ability. 
 
Light armor is invisible if customized. Medium armor counts as (and looks 
like) light armor if customized. Heavy armor looks like medium armor, and 
only grants disadvantage to either movement or perception (instead of 
both) if customized. 
 

Popular Enhancements 
 
Pilots like building in astrogation computers. Warriors often integrate 
bounty hunting hardware like the ident monocle or a compartment to 
conceal handcuffs, or a finger that shoots darts. Infiltrators tend to build in 
rebreathing gills or reserve oxygenators, along with knife claws and 
chromatophore skin camouflage. Scholars like recording and projection 
equipment. If you have an idea for a cool implant or prosthesis, think about 
how it could fit into the game. 
 

Damage 
 
There are two ways for cybers to get damaged. One is for a character to 
make a concerted effort to target and damage the prosthetic. 
 
The other is to use critical failures creatively. If a saving throw has a critical 
failure, or resistance to an ion blast, rebooting or damaging a cyber is an 
appropriate way for the players to interpret the result.  
 
Together, the player and GM figure out how the damage affects the 
character, until the cyber can be repaired. 
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CHARACTER SHEET 


